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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

Design and Performance Analysis for a Sulfur-based Thermal Energy Storage System 

using Intermodal Containment 

 

by 

 

Mitchell Anthony Shinn 

 

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016 

Professor Richard E. Wirz, Chair 

 

Currently, intermittent energy sources can be coupled to thermal energy storage 

(TES) systems in order to store excess energy so that it can later be dispatched for times 

of high energy demand. Elemental sulfur is a promising candidate storage fluid for high 

temperature TES systems due to its high energy density, moderate vapor pressure, high 

thermal stability, and low cost. The objective of this effort is to use a transient, two-

dimensional numerical model to investigate the design and performance of a thermal 

energy storage (TES) system that uses sulfur stored isochorically in an intermodal shell 
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and tube thermal battery configuration. Parametric studies are conducted to determine 

the effect of design and operating parameters on the overall utilization of energy stored 

within the system, exergetic efficiency, and weld length per utilized capacity.  

 The study shows that there is a preferred tube diameter based on the competing 

effects of exergetic efficiency – which should be maximized – and total weld length of 

tubes in a system – which should be minimized. Based on the systematic parametric 

studies, recommendations on the design of an elemental sulfur based TES system using 

standard intermodal containment shell geometry are made. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background 

 

Thermal energy storage (TES) has the potential to reduce the variability of 

renewable power generation and increase dispatchability. For instance, in the case of 

concentrating solar power (CSP), during times of intermittency such as at night or during 

heavy cloud cover, fuel based backup systems are commonly employed to guarantee a 

constant generation capacity, especially during periods of peak demand [1]. The 

integration of TES will allow for the removal of greenhouse gas producing fossil fuel 

based backup systems. Along with making CSP plants more dispatchable, TES typically 

has lower capital costs than mechanical and chemical methods of storage, and have been 

shown to substantially increase the annual capacity factor of CSP plants [2]. Outside of 

its use in CSP, strategies for improving the performance of combined heat and power 

(CHP) plants [3] have been investigated with TES in an effort to improve the overall 

system efficiency and cost, and future opportunities for use in waste heat recovery 

systems in industrial processes such as  glassmaking  and metallurgy exist due to the high 

quality waste heat produced [4]. Due to its use in a number of different industries and 

important role in renewable energy, there is interest in developing accurate simulation 

tools for the design and implementation of TES systems. 

There are three main classifications of TES: sensible, latent, and thermochemical 

storage. Sensible TES involves storing energy in the form of temperature excursion of 
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storage material. Latent TES involves storing energy in the form of latent heat of fusion 

of storage material (typically inorganic molten salts) commonly referred to as phase 

change materials (PCM). An extensive review of low- and high- temperature latent TES 

systems can be found in the works of Lane [5], and Cardenas and Leon [4], respectively. 

Thermochemical energy storage takes advantage of the breaking and forming of chemical 

bonds during a reversible reaction in order to store and release thermal energy. While 

thermochemical TES is still in the research phase, it exhibits advantages such as higher 

energy densities than latent and sensible TES, long term storage of reactants at ambient 

temperatures for later recombination and energy production, and constant temperature 

discharge [6,7]. The current state of the art TES involves sensible storage in a two-tank 

system using solar salt (typically eutectic mixtures of 60% sodium nitrate and 40% 

potassium nitrate) [8].  While two tank systems can  be used in both parabolic trough and 

central receiver CSP configurations up to temperatures of 565℃ without thermal 

degradation of the storage fluid , the relatively high capital cost of $80/𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑡 of building 

these systems does not satisfy the technoeconomic target costs of less than $15/𝐾𝑊ℎ𝑡 put 

forth by the US Department of Energy (DOE) and thus presents an economic dilemma 

[9]. The high capital cost of two-tank storage systems leads to a high levelized cost of 

energy (LCOE), but reductions in LCOE can be achieved by developing low cost TES 

using inexpensive storage materials. Latent TES with inorganic molten salt PCMs are 

actively being researched due to their low cost and high volumetric storage density. 
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However, due to the limitations in heat transfer performance during discharge, thermal 

performance enhancement techniques such as embedded pipes [10], heat pipes [11], 

metal structures [4], are incorporated, which are significant cost addition due to the 

greater use of metals [12]. 

In order for a TES system to be considered viable, it should meet the DOE goals of 

high heat transfer performance, a storage cost of < $15/𝐾𝑊ℎ𝑡, high exergetic efficiency, 

and low material degradation [9]. One proposed storage material for implementation in 

TES systems, which offers both low cost (< 15 $/𝐾𝑊ℎ𝑡), and high thermal and chemical 

stability to above 1000oC is elemental sulfur [13]. Elemental sulfur has high gravimetric 

and volumetric energy storage density due to contributions from sensible, latent and 

thermochemical enthalpies. Sulfur has a moderate vapor pressure that reduces the 

amount of material necessary for containment, and literature [14], as well as extensive 

laboratory pressure – temperature testing has shown this pressure to lie below 200 psig 

at 600℃. Due to the elemental stature of sulfur, it exhibits high chemical stability which 

makes it a favorable storage medium over a 30-year plant lifetime. Unlike molten salts, 

sulfur does not exhibit thermal degradation at high temperatures ( 𝑇 > 565℃) and can 

operate at higher temperatures for a superior Carnot efficiency. Finally, the nominal cost 

of sulfur is typically $ 0.06/kg which is far less than typical molten salts and high 

temperature oils which cost between $0.93/kg and $5.00/kg [12,15]. The use of elemental 

sulfur in TES has been previously proposed by Clark and Dowling [13] as well as 
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Wentworth and Chen [16] due to its high heat of reaction (Δ𝐻298𝐾
° = 414 𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1) and 

common use in the Claus sulfur recovery systems. To the authors knowledge there has 

been no previous demonstration of sensible or latent thermal energy storage using 

elemental sulfur, however, previous on-sun demonstrations by Wong et al. [17] have 

shown that near equilibrium conversion of sulfuric acid to elemental sulfur between 

650℃ and 850℃ can take place for thermochemical energy storage and power generation. 

The stored energy is then recovered via combustion of elemental sulfur into sulfur 

dioxide for combustion heat at a temperature in excess of 1000℃. While their results 

showed that newer decomposition catalysts suitable for temperatures greater than 650℃ 

are required, their analysis and results showed that sulfur based TES can provide for 

levelized costs of energy as low as $0.06/𝐾𝑊ℎ𝑡.  

Numerous experimental and numerical studies using shell and tube 

configurations for TES systems have been led, especially for PCMs on the shellside. 

Lacroix [18] developed an experimentally validated numerical model that predicted the 

transient multiphase behavior of shellside PCM charged and discharged by a tubeside 

fluid, and found that performance was greatly affected by the shell radius, heat transfer 

fluid (HTF) mass flow rate and inlet temperature of the HTF. He and Zhang [19], and Trp 

[20] both performed experimental tests and theoretical analysis for similar TES 

configuration with PCM and paraffin waxes, respectively, on the shellside, and both 

found that the numerical results agreed very well with the experimental results. Fewer 
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studies have been conducted where the storage medium is on the tubeside of the shell 

and tube thermal battery (STTB) with the HTF flowing on the shellside. Ganapathi et al. 

[21] constructed a 5 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑡 lab scale demonstration using supercritical naphthalene as the 

tubeside storage fluid and Tse, Lavine, Lakeh, and Wirz [22] have shown that such 

systems can be optimized for a maximum exergetic efficiency of 87% when using 

synthetic oil based HTF on the shellside. Along with conventional shell and tube style 

geometry, there is an interest in using intermodal shipping containers TES systems due 

to their standard sizing and use in global transport of products, which forms the subject 

of investigation in the present study.  

Previous studies using air as HTF have been conducted using packed bed systems 

[23–26], however only few studies have investigated its use in TES systems in STTB. For 

this study, air is considered as HTF due to its inexpensive material cost in comparison to 

conventional molten salt HTF. An additional reason for using air based HTF is due to the 

development of volumetric receiver technologies for use in next generation central 

receiver systems in CSP plants [27].  Because open volumetric receivers exist in an open 

loop, gaseous HTF can readily be taken from ambient temperatures, heated, and used to 

fully charge a storage system if desired – a process that is not currently viable for closed 

loop molten salt based systems due to tubular receiver inlet temperature limitations.  
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Objective 

The objective of this study is to develop a transient, two-dimensional numerical model to 

investigate the design and performance of a thermal energy storage (TES) system that uses low 

cost elemental sulfur stored isochorically in an intermodal shell and tube thermal battery (STTB) 

configuration. The objective is approached by first constructing the model and describing 

the governing equations, correlations for heat transfer and pressure drop, design 

parameters, and performance metrics used for evaluation. A verification of the model is 

demonstrated by comparing with preliminary experimental results as well as through 

comparison to an analytical solution for the classical Schumann model. Using the verified 

model, the influence of various design and operating parameters on the discharge 

performance of the system is evaluated. While similar studies have been conducted on 

dual medium TES systems [4,8,10–12], many of these studies have used expensive storage 

fluids that exceed the current technoeconomic goals of the US Department of Energy. The 

use of elemental sulfur as a storage fluid in a shell and tube style TES is a unique and 

novel concept that offers low cost — well below the US Department of Energy cost 

objective of 15 $/kWht [9] — for large scale energy storage solutions. Furthermore, while 

experiments and higher order models can provide accurate and comprehensive results, 

the short runtime of this numerical model allows for design parameters to be quickly 

iterated in order to provide thorough result useful for design. Overall, these results 
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demonstrate that there are preferred design points for the construction of a high 

temperature sulfur based TES system using intermodal containment.  
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Chapter 2: Model Analysis and Methodology 

 

The TES configuration considered in the present study is shown in Figure 1. For 

this study, tubes with an outer diameter, 𝑑𝑜, and inner diameter, 𝑑𝑖, are packed with the 

storage medium (sulfur), arranged horizontally in a shell, and are supported via baffles 

that have a central spacing of 𝑏𝑠. Tubes are arranged with a triangular layout (𝜃 = 30°) 

and are separated by a tube pitch, 𝑃𝑡. The shell has a rectangular cross section of height, 

𝐻, width, 𝑊, and length, 𝐿, with dimensions corresponding to that of a standard  

 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of (a) sulfur based TES, and (b) cross sectional view of system. 
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intermodal shipping container [28]. The HTF flows along a tortuous path during charge 

and discharge with the solid (dotted) arrows indicating the direction of flow during 

charging (discharging). During the charging (heating) period, hot HTF enters the shell-

side at the inlet located at 𝑧 =  0, transfers heat to the cold storage fluid, and then exits at 

a lower temperature through the outlet at 𝑧 = 𝐿. During stand-by period, there is no flow 

of HTF on the shellside and heat transfer within the system is dominated by axial 

conduction which acts to redistribute the axial temperature gradient formed in the system 

during charging. During discharge, cold HTF enters the system at 𝑧 = 𝐿, is heated by the 

storage fluid, and then exits on the opposite end at 𝑧 = 0 and, having recovered the stored 

thermal energy, can be used either in a power block for electricity generation or to meet 

industrial heating requirements. 

 For this analysis, the shell-side flow of heat transfer fluid is assumed to be 

incompressible. The outer surface of the system is assumed to be perfectly adiabatic, and 

the HTF temperature is assumed to be radially invariant while varying in the axial 

direction. The temperature of the tube wall material (stainless steel 316) and sulfur inside 

each tube is assumed to be spatially uniform in the radial direction while varying 

spatially in the axial direction at any given instant of time. The assumption of radial 

uniformity for any given axial location is valid for a number of reasons. For the tube wall, 

this is applicable due to the very low thermal resistance of thin tube walls made of a 

material with a high thermal conductivity leading to the Biot number being much less 
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Table 1: Thermo-physical properties of sulfur, wall, and HTF  

Properties Sulfur 
Wall 

(SS 316) 
Air  

Density, 

𝜌 [ kg/m3 ] 
1576.8 7798.3 0.5409  

 

Specific heat, 

c [ J/kg-K ] 

1226.5 558.3 1069.3  

Viscosity, 

𝜇 [ kg/m-s ] 
- - 3.23𝑒 − 5  

Thermal 

conductivity, 

𝑘 [ W/m-K ] 

0.16 26.1 0.05  

 

than 1 (𝐵𝑖 ≪ 1). Additionally, for the storage medium, this is valid due to the relatively 

high heat transfer coefficient resulting in a relatively low thermal resistance [29]. The 

thermophysical properties of sulfur, steel, and air are taken to be the average value for 

the temperature range considered and are given in Table 1. 

2.1. Numerical Model 

 

The governing energy equations for the HTF, wall, and storage medium are 

denoted by Eqs. (1) - (3)  

(𝜌𝑐𝑝𝐴𝑐)
𝑓

𝜕𝑇𝑓

𝜕𝑡
+ (�̇�𝑐𝑝)

𝑓

𝜕𝑇𝑓

𝜕𝑧
= −ℎ𝑜𝑃𝑜(𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑤) + (𝑘𝐴𝑐)𝑓

𝜕2𝑇𝑓

𝜕𝑧2                  ( 1 ) 

(𝜌𝑐𝑝𝐴𝑐)
𝑤

𝜕𝑇𝑤

𝜕𝑡
=  ℎ𝑜𝑃𝑜(𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑤) − ℎ𝑖𝑃𝑖(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑠) + (𝑘𝐴𝑐)𝑤

𝜕2𝑇𝑤

𝜕𝑧2
                ( 2 ) 

(𝜌𝑐𝑝𝐴𝑐)
𝑠

𝜕𝑇𝑠

𝜕𝑡
= ℎ𝑖𝑃𝑖(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑠) + (𝑘𝐴𝑐)𝑠

𝜕2𝑇𝑠

𝜕𝑧2                     ( 3 ) 
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where �̇�𝑓, 𝜌, 𝑐𝑝, 𝑘, and 𝑇 refer to the mass flow rate, density, heat capacity, thermal 

conductivity, and temperature, respectively, of the HTF, tube wall, or sulfur storage fluid. 

Geometric terms such as 𝐴𝑐 and 𝑃 refer to the axial cross section and perimeter, 

respectively, where 𝑃𝑜 refers to the outer perimeter of tubes which are in contact with the 

HTF and 𝑃𝑖 refers to the inner perimeter of tubes which are in contact with the storage 

fluid. For this study, the tube outer diameter and wall thickness are chosen based on the 

nominal pipe size (NPS) standard whose values are based on ASME standards B36.10M 

and B36.19M [30]. The interstitial heat transfer coefficients between the HTF and tube 

walls and the tube walls and storage fluid are represented by ℎ𝑜 and ℎ𝑖, respectively. For 

Eqs. ( 1 ) - ( 3 ), 𝑓 refers to the heat transfer fluid, 𝑤 refers to the wall, and 𝑠 refers to the 

storage material (sulfur). 

The interstitial heat transfer coefficients are obtained from two different sources. 

The tubeside heat transfer coefficient is a function of the tubeside Rayleigh number and 

is obtained via an experimentally validated CFD model, the details of which can be found 

in the works of Nithyanandam et al. [29]. The shell-side heat transfer coefficient can be 

represented using a number of different methods. For systems utilizing shell and tube 

style heat exchangers – which have analogous shellside geometry to that of STTB – 

several studies have employed Kern’s method [31], the Bell-Delaware method [32], and 

Wills-Johnson method [33] in order to quantify the shell-side heat transfer coefficient and 

pressure drop. For this study, the Bell-Delaware method is utilized because it takes into 
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account the effect of various geometric terms such as baffle cut, 𝑏𝑐, baffle spacing, 𝑏𝑠, 

number of baffles, 𝑁𝑏, tube pitch, 𝑃𝑡, and tube diameter, 𝑑𝑜. Furthermore, the Bell-

Delaware method presents a methodology to calculate coefficients that accounts for 

factors such as baffle window flow effects, interfacial leakages, bundle bypass, unequal 

baffle spacing, and laminar or transitional flow which in this study will be encompassed 

by the coefficients 𝐽 and 𝑅.  The corrected heat transfer coefficient is denoted as: 

ℎ𝑜 = 𝐽𝜙𝑐𝑝,𝑓𝑗
�̇�𝑓

𝑆𝑚
Prf

−2/3
              ( 4 ) 

where 𝑆𝑚 is the crossflow area at the shell centerline and is represented by 𝑆𝑚 =

𝑏𝑠 [
(𝑊−𝑑𝑜)

𝑃𝑡/𝑑𝑜
(𝑃𝑡/𝑑𝑜 − 1)] , Prf  is the Prandtl number for the shell-side fluid, 𝜙 is the wall 

viscosity compensation term (𝜙 = (
𝜇(𝑇=𝑇𝑤)

𝜇(𝑇=𝑇𝑓)
)

0.14

) and 𝑗 is the Colburn factor which is based 

on empirical measurements of tube banks in crossflow [34,35]. The nozzle to nozzle 

pressure drop, Δ𝑃, which encompasses the pressure drop due to crossflow, axial flow 

within the window, and cross flow at the inlet and outlet of the system, can be 

represented by: 

Δ𝑃 = [(𝑁𝑏 − 1)  + 𝑅 (1 +
𝑁𝑐𝑤

𝑁𝑐
)] (

2𝑓𝑁𝑐

𝜌𝜙
(

�̇�𝑓

𝑆𝑚
)

2

) + (
(2+0.6𝑁𝑐𝑤)�̇�𝑓

2

2𝜌𝑆𝑚𝑆𝑤
)               ( 5 ) 

where 𝑁𝑐, and 𝑁𝑐𝑤 is the effective number of tube rows crossed between baffle tips and 

in the flow window, respectively, 𝑓 is the friction factor, and 𝑆𝑤 is the net crossflow area 

through one baffle window given by 𝑆𝑤 = 𝑊𝐻 −
𝑁𝑡𝜋𝑑𝑜

2

4
𝑏𝑐. For a shell and tube style heat 

exchanger, the effective number of tube rows crossed between baffle tips and in the flow 
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window are a function of the shell geometry, and can be determined as 𝑁𝑐 = 𝐻(1 −

2𝑏𝑐)/𝑃𝑡 and 𝑁𝑐𝑤 = 0.8𝑏𝑐𝐻/𝑃𝑡 based on calculations by Bell et al. [34]. The Bell-Delaware 

correlation is valid for heat exchangers with square pitch, rotated square pitch, and 

triangular pitch layouts, and for 1 ≤ 𝑅𝑒𝐷  ≤ 105. The friction factor, 𝑓, and Colburn 

factor, 𝑗, are correlated by Taborek [35] and its coefficients are dependent on the tube 

layout, tube pitch ratio (𝑃𝑟 = 𝑃𝑡/𝑑𝑜),  Reynolds number.  

𝑗 = 𝑎1 (
1.33

𝑃𝑟
)

𝑎

𝑅𝑒𝐷
𝑎2                      ( 6 ) 

𝑓 =  𝑏1 (
1.33

𝑃𝑟
)

𝑏

𝑅𝑒𝐷
𝑏2                     ( 7 ) 

The coefficients of Eq. ( 6 ) and ( 7 ), are tabulated based on empirical results from testing 

with shell and tube heat exchangers and further details can be found in the works of Bell 

[32]. For calculation of heat transfer between the HTF and tubes, the thermophysical 

properties of the HTF are shown to greatly affect the shellside heat transfer coefficient 

and pressure drop. Thus for calculation of the shellside pressure drop and heat transfer 

coefficient variable properties are considered and their temperature dependencies are 

captured via 4th order polynomial curve fits. For air HTF this data is given by Bergman 

et al. [36], and the equations are given in Table 2.  

The pressure drop across the STTB directly affects the turbomachinery energy, 𝑊𝑓, 

required to move the HTF (air) through the system during charging and discharging 

which in turn affects the overall efficiency of the TES system. Because air can be expressed  
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Table 2: Variable properties for shellside HTF coefficient and pressure drop calculations  

Properties    Air HTF 

Density, 

𝜌 [kg/m3] 
   

(1.52𝑒 − 12)𝑇4 − (7.35𝑒 − 9)𝑇3

+ (1.29𝑒 − 5)𝑇2 − 9.91𝑇 + 3.243 

 

Specific heat, 

c [J/kg-K] 

   
(1.12𝑒 − 13)𝑇4 − (5.35𝑒 − 10)𝑇3

+ (8.27𝑒 − 7)𝑇2 − (2.95𝑒 − 4)𝑇
+ 1.0321 

 

Viscosity, 

𝜇 [kg/m-s] 

   
(−3.97𝑒 − 13)𝑇4 + (2.15 − 9)𝑇3

− (4.70𝑒 − 6)𝑇2 + (6.99𝑒 − 3)𝑇
+ 0.109 

 

Thermal 

conductivity, 

𝑘 [W/m-K] 

   
(3.23𝑒 − 13)𝑇4 + (1.96𝑒 − 9)𝑇3

− (5.16𝑒 − 6)𝑇2 + (1.03𝑒 − 2)𝑇
− 0.0640 

 

as a compressible ideal gas, it can be treated as an isentropic process [38]. This work can 

be expressed as: 

𝑊𝑓 =  ∫ �̇�𝑓,𝑐
𝑤𝑐

𝜂
𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑐

𝑡0
+ ∫ �̇�𝑓,𝑑

𝑤𝑑

𝜂
𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑑

𝑡𝑐
             ( 8 ) 

where 𝑡𝑜 is the initial time and the overall turbomachinery efficiency, 𝜂, is taken to be the 

product of the isentropic compressor efficiency, 𝜂𝑐, and the energy conversion efficiency, 

𝜂𝑒𝑐, (i.e. 𝜂 = 𝜂𝑐 × 𝜂𝑒𝑐). The specific work terms, 𝑤, during the charge and discharge cycle 

are represented as:  

𝑤𝑐 = −
𝑛𝑅𝑇(𝑧=𝐿)

𝑛−1
[(

𝑃(𝑧=𝐿)

𝑃(𝑧=𝐿)+Δ𝑃
)

𝑛−1

𝑛
− 1]             ( 9 ) 

𝑤𝑑 =  −
𝑛𝑅𝑇(𝑧=0)

𝑛−1
[(

𝑃(𝑧=0)

𝑃(𝑧=0)+Δ𝑃
)

𝑛−1

𝑛
− 1]          ( 10 ) 
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where 𝑛 is the HTF heat capacity ratio (𝑛 = 𝑐𝑝/𝑐𝑣 = 1.4) and 𝑅 is the specific ideal gas 

constant of air (𝑅 = �̅�/𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 287.058).  

The boundary conditions of the model during charging and discharging are 

specified as: 

𝑇𝑓(𝑧 = 0) = 𝑇𝑐,
𝜕𝑇𝑓

𝜕𝑧
(𝑧 = 𝐿) = 0; 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔         ( 11 )  

𝜕𝑇𝑓

𝜕𝑧
(𝑧 = 0) = 0,

𝜕𝑇𝑓

𝜕𝑧
(𝑧 = 𝐿) = 0; 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑦                   ( 12 ) 

𝑇𝑓(𝑧 = 𝐿) = 𝑇𝑑 ,
𝜕𝑇𝑓

𝜕𝑧
(𝑧 = 0) = 0; 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔                ( 13 ) 

Different operating scenarios are considered for this study, however for the first charge 

(discharge) process the tank is assumed to start from a completely discharged (charged) 

state. For this study the charge temperature, 𝑇𝑐, using air HTF is taken to be 600℃ and 

the discharge temperature is taken to be 200℃, which is well within the temperature 

range that open volumetric receivers can maintain and is within the material limitations 

of the tube material, stainless steel 316 [27].  

Eqs. ( 1 ) - ( 3 ) are discretized using a finite volume approach. A hybrid scheme is 

used to discretize the convective terms, while the diffusion terms are discretized using a 

central differencing scheme under the assumption of a piecewise-linear profile. Time-

stepping of the unsteady term is via a first order fully implicit scheme [39].  A systematic 

grid and time step study resulted in using 1000 axial nodes and a non-dimensionalized 

time step, Δ𝑡∗ =
Δ𝑡

Δ𝑧

�̇�

𝜌𝑆𝑚
, of 4.049 × 104 for a discretization error of 0.004% and 0.59%, 
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respectively, and further details of this study are provided in the numerical model 

verification section in Chapter 2. 

2.2. Model Inputs and Outputs 

 

The numerical model described is used to study the various heat transfer processes 

that occur within the system which affect the overall performance of the thermal energy 

storage system. These heat transfer processes include the shell-side convective heat 

transfer between the shell and tube bank, the convective heat transfer between the tube 

walls and storage fluid, as well as the axial conduction within the HTF, wall, and storage 

fluid. From these calculations, the transient axial temperature field for the HTF, wall, and 

storage fluid can be determined as well as auxiliary outputs such as the shell-side 

pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient. The contributions from sensible, latent and 

thermochemical enthalpies of sulfur in the temperature range of interest are captured by 

the effective heat capacity, 𝑐𝑝, of sulfur, and simulations in which sulfur is a single phase 

liquid system are shown to agree very well with experimental results [29]. Further energy 

storage within the system is due to storage within the tube walls and heat transfer fluid, 

which are both shown to be non-negligible. The amount of energy stored within the 

system (𝐸𝑡ℎ) at any time step is represented as: 

𝐸𝑡ℎ(𝑡, 𝑇) = ∑ (𝑚𝑠𝑐𝑝𝑠
(𝑇𝑠(𝑖) − 𝑇𝐷) + 𝑚𝑤𝑐𝑝𝑤

(𝑇𝑤(𝑖) − 𝑇𝐷) + 𝑚𝑓𝑐𝑝𝑓
(𝑇𝑓(𝑖) − 𝑇𝐷)) Δ𝑧 𝑛

𝑖=1       ( 14) 
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where 𝑚 is the mass of the material, 𝑖 represents the axial node, and 𝑛 corresponds to the 

total number of discretized axial volumes. The amount of energy stored for any given 

time step is referenced with respect to the discharge temperature, 𝑇𝐷, of the system, and 

in the fully discharged state there is a net storage of zero.  

A number of different metrics have been used to evaluate the charge, storage, and 

discharge performance of a thermal energy storage system including the utilization and 

exergetic efficiency. The utilization of a system is a measure of how well the system can 

store and recover heat within a system, and numerous authors have given different 

definitions for the discharge, charge, and full cycle utilization of which Jegadheeswaran 

provides a concise review [40]. For this study, a single discharge from a fully charged 

state is evaluated in order to determine the maximum possible utilization, and thus the 

discharge utilization, 𝑈, is defined using the definition of energy efficiency by Rosen [41]. 

The discharge utilization is defined as the ratio of the energy recovered from the system 

and the initial energy within the system: 

𝑈 =
∫ �̇�𝑓,𝑑𝑐𝑝𝑓

(𝑇𝑓,𝑖𝑛−𝑇𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑑

𝑡𝑜

𝐸𝑡ℎ(𝑡 = 𝑡𝑜)
                      ( 15 ) 

From the utilization, the utilized storage capacity, 𝑄𝑐𝑎𝑝,𝑈 = 𝑈 × 𝑄𝑐𝑎𝑝, of a system can be 

found in comparison to its rated capacity, and can be useful in comparing between 

systems that may vary in capacity. While the utilization can provide a measure of energy 

stored, it is inadequate in providing information on the quality of the energy and how 

useful it is in relation to the surrounding conditions. Exergetic efficiency is a metric that 
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has been used in several studies to quantify the amount of useful energy provided by a 

system [22,40,42–44]. In general, the amount of exergy within the system at any given 

timestep can be represented as: 

𝜀(𝑡, 𝑇) = ∑ (𝑚𝑠𝑐𝑝𝑠
[(𝑇𝑠(𝑖) − 𝑇𝐷) − 𝑇0 𝑙𝑛 (

𝑇𝑠(𝑖)

𝑇𝐷
)] + 𝑚𝑤𝑐𝑝𝑤

[(𝑇𝑤(𝑖) − 𝑇𝐷) − 𝑇0𝑙𝑛 (
𝑇𝑤(𝑖)

𝑇𝐷
)] +𝑛

𝑖=1

 𝑚𝑓𝑐𝑝𝑓
[(𝑇𝑓(𝑖) − 𝑇𝐷) − 𝑇0 𝑙𝑛 (

𝑇𝑓(𝑖)

𝑇𝐷
)]) 𝛥𝑧               ( 16 ) 

where 𝑇0 is the dead state temperature and for this study is taken to be 27℃. Similar to 

the utilization, the discharge exergetic efficiency, 𝜓𝑑, is given by Rosen and defined as 

the total amount of exergy recovered, 𝜀𝑟, from the system minus exergy destroyed, 𝜀𝑑, 

normalized by the initial exergy within the system at the start of the discharge period 

[42]. This can be defined mathematically as: 

𝜓𝑑 =  
∫ �̇�𝑓,𝑑𝑐𝑝𝑓

(𝑇𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡−𝑇𝐷 −𝑇0 ln(
𝑇𝑓,𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑇𝐷
))𝑑𝑡 

𝑡𝑑
 𝑡𝑜

−∫ �̇�𝑓,𝑑
𝑤𝑑

𝜂
𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑑
𝑡𝑜

𝜀(𝑡𝑑,𝑇)
            ( 17 ) 

The overall performance of the system is directly affected by various geometric terms 

such as baffle spacing, tube pitch, tube diameter, etc. as well as operational conditions 

such as mass flow rate. The following sections will provide an evaluation of the system 

performance based on these metrics. 
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Chapter 3: Results and Discussion 

3.1. Numerical Model Verification 

 

The numerical model is verified in a number of manners. Firstly, a timestep and 

grid size dependency study are conducted in order to reduce the discretization error of 

the model. Following this study, the physics of the model is verified by two methods. The 

first method involves comparing the model with experimental results from a single tube 

sulfur storage system. The results of this experiment were used to verify the physics 

relating to the tubeside heat transfer. The second method involves comparison with the 

analytical solution of a dual-medium storage system based on a single phase conductivity 

model. Model verification was done in this manner because, to the authors knowledge, 

no experimental results for dual-medium storage system using a static storage fluid on 

the tubeside of a STTB have been adequately reported in the literature which would 

provide a direct method of validation. In order to mediate this, the Energy Innovation 

Laboratory is currently constructing a 10 𝑘𝑊ℎ𝑡 lab scale demonstration that has a scaled 

down analogous geometry to the system shown in Figure 1, and the experimental results 

of this setup will be used to provide future validation to this numerical model. 

Prior to verification a grid size dependency study and timestep study were 

completed to reduce the discretization error. For this study, the number of axial nodes 

was increased until the discretization error was relatively small, and further grid 
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refinement led to increased computational cost without providing much more accurate 

results. The timestep study was undertaken in the same manner, in which the 

dimensionless timestep, Δ𝑡∗ =
Δ𝑡

Δ𝑧

�̇�𝑓

𝜌𝑆𝑚
, was decreased until further refinement did not 

yield relatively more accurate results. A non-dimensionalized timestep is used here to 

account for the effect that the shellside geometry and HTF has on the crossflow velocity 

and residence time of the fluid which would not be captured via calculation of Δ𝑡. Figure 

2a and Figure 2b show the results of said studies for a system with 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚, 𝑏𝑆 =

0.5 𝑚, 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5, �̇�𝑓 = 0.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑠, with all other geometric properties given by Table 3. The 

result of this study is a system with 1000 axial nodes and a nondimensionalized time step, 

Δ𝑡∗ =
Δ𝑡

Δ𝑧

�̇�

𝜌𝑆𝑚
, of 4.049 × 104 for a discretization error of 0.004% and 0.59%, respectively. 

A schematic image of the experimental setup used as the first method of model  

Table 3: Design and operating parameters for single discharge study 

Parameter Symbol Range/Value 

Tube Pitch Ratio 𝑃𝑟 1.2 − 1.5 

Baffle Spacing 𝑏𝑠 2" (0.05 m) - 20" (0.51 𝑚) 

Tube Outer Diameter 𝐷𝑜 2" NPS (0.06 m) - 8" NPS (0.22 m) 

Mass Flow Rate �̇�𝑓 0.4 𝑘𝑔/𝑠 − 3 𝑘𝑔/𝑠 (air) 

Baffle Cut 𝑏𝑐 15% 

Tube Layout Angle 𝜃 30° 

System Width 𝑊 2.385 𝑚 

System Height 𝐻 2.352 𝑚 

System Length 𝐿 5.867 𝑚 
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is shown in Figure 3. A one meter long, two inch nominal pipe size (𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚) schedule 

40, stainless steel 316 tube was filled with 3.14 kg of sulfur. Two stainless steel 316 caps 

are machined to provide access ports for instrumentation tubes with three on either end. 

These instrumentation tubes are used to provide access to 6 K-type thermocouples with 

three inserted 11.3” from the left side of the system and three inserted from the right side 

of the system with two of those inserted 11.3” inside and one inserted 8” inside. The 

system is heated at the tube wall using eight 300 W heater tapes controlled using PID 

controllers and covered with ceramic fiber insulation in order to minimize thermal losses 

to the environment. The surface temperature of the tube was measured using sixteen k-

type thermocouples evenly spaced out two inches apart from one another along the entire 

length of the tube. An experiment was conducted in which the entire tube was heated to 

200℃ and a thermal gradient was applied to the tube. The  

 

Figure 2: Dependency of numerical solution on (a) grid size, Δ𝑧, and (b) non-dimensional timestep, Δ𝑡∗. 
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thermal gradient was created by varying the setpoint temperature of each heater tape in 

50℃ increments between the range of 250℃ to 600℃. Once a thermal gradient was created 

along the tube, a progressing axial temperature gradient was simulated. Over time, as the 

system charged, the setpoint would be increased in 50℃ increments until every heater 

tape had reached a maximum temperature of 600 ℃. This was done to approximate the 

motion of a thermocline that is typically seen in the storage material and heat transfer 

fluid in a dual-medium TES system. Due to the experimental setup not involving a HTF, 

in order to account for heat transfer between the HTF and wall in the numerical model, 

the interstitial shell side heat transfer coefficient, ℎ𝑜, was set to an arbitrarily high heat 

transfer coefficient of 1014, and the shellside mass flow rate was set to zero. By doing this, 

the surface temperature recorded by the experiment could be used as the wall boundary 

condition inside the model. Validation using this test is shown in Figure 4, with the 

markers indicating the experimental results and the lines corresponding to results 

obtained via the model.  The model shows good agreement, with the maximum relative 

 

Figure 3: Schematic image of experimental system used for verification. 
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error between the numerical results and the experimental results in Figure 4a being 2.3% 

and the average error obtained from the Euclidean norm being 2.14%. 

For further verification, the numerical model was compared with the analytical 

solution of a simplified Schumann model governing flow of air in a dual-medium storage 

unit as given by Riaz [45]. The simplified Schumann model makes a number of different 

assumptions in order to arrive at an analytical solution. Firstly, axial thermal diffusion of 

the HTF is assumed to be negligible because of the low thermal diffusivity of the air HTF. 

Secondly, the volumetric heat transfer coefficient is assumed to tend to infinity 

corresponding to good heat transfer between the air HTF and storage medium. As the 

volumetric heat transfer coefficient tends to infinity, the air HTF temperature and storage 

medium temperature coalesce to the same temperature, and the energy equations 

governing to air HTF and packed bed reduce to a single equation. The energy equation 

becomes an unsteady convection-diffusion equation with convection affected by the one-

dimensional axial flow of air HTF and diffusion affected by axial thermal diffusion 

through the storage medium. For this solution, the material properties of the wall were 

taken to be that of the storage fluid, and the volumetric interstitial heat transfer coefficient 

between the air and storage material was set to an arbitrarily high heat transfer coefficient 

of 1014 𝑊/𝑚2𝐾. Further adjustments of the numerical model such as neglecting the HTF 

conduction term were made in order to reduce it to a system that was equivalent to the 

simplified Schumann model solved by Riaz [45]. A Danckwert type inlet boundary 
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Figure 4:  Comparison of numerical results with experimental and analytical methods Comparison was 

done using experimental results from (a) progressing thermal wave boundary condition. 

Comparison with analytical results for a single phase conductivity model by Riaz [45] is shown 

in (b). 

condition, namely 
𝜕𝑇𝑓

𝜕𝑧
(𝑧 = 0) =

�̇�𝑓𝑐𝑝𝑓

𝐴𝑐𝑓𝑘𝑠
(𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝐶), was used in the numerical model to allow 

for comparison with the analytical solution. For comparison, a test case involving a 1-

meter-long system, with 𝑊 =  2.352 𝑚, 𝐻 = 2.385 𝑚, 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2, and 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚 was 

considered. Comparison between the numerical model and the corresponding results 

using the analytical solution are shown in Figure 4b, and the relative error between their 

results is at a maximum 1.01% and the average error obtained from the Euclidean norm 

is 0.13%.  

3.2. Single Charge, Standby, Discharge Cycle 
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Prior to conducting a parametric study of a single discharge situation, the response 

of the system to a single six hour charge, twelve hour standby, and six hour discharge 

operation is investigated using a parametric combination of  𝑃𝑟 = 1.2, 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚, �̇�𝑓 =

1.7 𝑘𝑔/𝑠, and 𝑏𝑆 = 0.5 𝑚 in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the model and explain 

typical trends seen.  

Figure 5a displays the axial temperature variation of the HTF (solid line) and 

storage material (dashed line) for different times during charging. At the start of 

charging, the STTB is initially in a fully discharged state (𝑇 = 200℃) and there is no flow 

of fluid through the system. At 𝑡 = 0, HTF enters the system at 𝑧 = 0 and energy is 

transferred between the HTF and solid material (steel tubes and sulfur). As the HTF gives 

up its energy, the heat transfer downstream becomes less effective resulting in a nonlinear 

axial temperature profile. Initially this temperature profile is characterized by HTF near 

the inlet being at the charge temperature (𝑇𝑓(𝑧 = 0) = 𝑇𝐶), HTF at the outlet being near 

the discharge temperature (𝑇𝑓(𝑧 = 𝐿) = 𝑇𝐷), and the temperature field of the intermediary 

forming as a result of the stratification of the hot and cold fluid, as typically seen in 

thermocline storage systems [46]. As charging progresses, the pre-existing cold fluid is 

discharged from the system and the stratification layer moves across the system. At some 

point during charging, the outlet temperature will no longer be at the discharge 

temperature and will begin to increase as the stratification layer reaches the outlet. This 

temperature profile is also seen in the sulfur, however this profile lags behind the air 
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Figure 5: Axial temperature variation of HTF (solid) and sulfur (dashed) during (a) charging and (b) 

standby and discharging. The temperature profile at the end of charging/beginning of standby 

(𝑡 = 6 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠) is shown in red in (b). Energy stored in tube wall and sulfur as well as HTF outlet 

temperature during (c) charging and (d) discharge. 

temperature profile due to sensible heat storage in the tube wall material, as well as due 

to thermal resistance between the HTF and sulfur. The twelve-hour standby period is 

shown in Figure 5b. At the end of charging (t = 6 hours), the flow of HTF is halted and 

the system dynamics are dictated by axial conduction. Due to the assumption of a well-

insulated system, there are no thermal losses to the environment, and all temperature 

changes within the system are due to heat transfer between the sulfur, tube material, and 
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HTF. At the end of the standby period (t = 18 hours) there is a slight flattening of the axial 

temperature profile due to redistribution of energy within the system, which affects the 

initial temperature field and overall performance during discharge. Figure 5b also 

displays the axial temperature variation of the HTF and storage material for various times 

during discharge.  At t = 18 hours, HTF enters the system at 𝑧 = 𝐿, energy stored inside 

the storage material (tube wall and sulfur) is recovered by the HTF, and the heated HTF 

exits the system at 𝑧 = 0. Just as in charging, there is a nonlinear temperature profile that 

forms in the HTF and the storage material due to the HTF progressively recovering 

energy from the system, and a delay in the storage material is observable due to the initial 

recovery of sensible energy in the tube wall material. Ultimately, this discharge process 

continues until 𝑡 =  24 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 at which point the simulation is ended. 

Energy storage within the tube and storage material and the temporal variation in 

the HTF outlet temperature is shown in Figure 5c – d. During charging (Figure 5c) there 

is a near linear increase in the overall energy stored in the system over time despite there 

being a nonlinear temperature profile within the system. This is due to the overall energy 

being placed into the system (Eq. 14) being constant until the HTF outlet temperature 

(𝑇𝑓(𝑧 = 𝐿)) begins to increase at approximately 4 hours. The standby period (Figure 5d) 

is characterized by the energy stored within the system being constant due to the 

assumption of an adiabatic wall condition. Additionally, due to the near similar 

temperature distribution within the HTF, tube material, and storage fluid, there is little 
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redistribution of thermal energy between the three media. In the interest of conciseness, 

the standby period energy vs time plot is not shown here. The discharge period is 

displayed in Figure 5d. The declining heat transfer temperature (𝑇𝑓(𝑧 = 0)) after  𝑡 =

19 hour leads to a non-linear decay in energy storage due to the overall decrease in 

utilization (Eq. 15). Under ideal conditions, all of the thermal energy inside the system 

should be recovered during the discharge process, however, due to the thermal resistance 

within the HTF, tube wall, and storage material there is still some thermal energy within 

the system at the end of discharge. 

The results of the single charge, standby, and discharge cycle show that charging 

is more efficient than discharging due to the steeper thermocline allowing for higher 

utilization of energy. Additionally, the standby period is of negligible importance due to 

the adiabatic wall boundary condition leading to energy being conserved within the 

system. For these reasons, the overall discharge efficiency will be discussed further with 

a single discharge parametric study. 

3.3. Parametric study for single discharge 

 

With the numerical model verified, a thermal storage system is designed with the 

goal of finding the most optimum setup for extending the utilization of a power plant, 

which in this case is a solar power tower equipped with an open volumetric receiver 

coupled to a Rankine steam power cycle. The storage system itself is agnostic to the heat 
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input and demand, and a solar power tower and Rankine steam power cycle are 

considered in order to minimize the number of design and operating parameters for 

study. The range of design and operating parameters chosen for the TES system are based 

on typical design ranges seen in shell and tube heat exchangers [34] as well as from typical 

design constraints chosen for TES in CSP plants [9]. Due to the desire to use standard 

sizes in order to reduce manufacturing costs and easily transport TES systems the shell 

height, width, and length are chosen here to correspond to the dimensions of a 20’ 

standard intermodal container [28]. 

A parametric study for a single discharge situation is discussed here in which the 

system starts at a fully charged state (𝑇 = 600℃) and is discharged by flowing air through 

the system at the discharge temperature (𝑇𝐷 = 200℃). Because thermocline TES systems 

exhibit a temperature decline during the discharge process which leads to a decrease in 

the exergetic efficiency and utilization, two different cutoff criteria are considered. The 

first cutoff criterion is chosen to be when the HTF outlet temperature falls below the 

cutoff temperature (𝑇𝑐 = 480℃). The temperature cutoff value is chosen based on the 

requirement that the moisture content of steam at the exhaust of a steam turbine must 

not exceed 10%, and an analysis using a simple ideal Rankine steam cycle demonstrates 

that 480℃ is an agreeable cutoff temperature for a system of this storage capacity [25]. 

The second cutoff criterion is chosen to occur when the exergy destruction rate due to 

heat transfer and turbomachinery work exceeds that of the exergy recovery rate from the 
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system during discharge (i.e. the integrand in the numerator of Eq. 17 is zero). To 

demonstrate the second criterion, the temporal variation in exergy recovered, exergy 

destroyed, and HTF outlet temperature for the case of �̇�𝑓 = 1.00 𝑘𝑔/𝑠, 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚, 𝑃𝑟 =

1.2, and 𝑏𝑠 = 0.14 𝑚 is shown in Figure 6. Initially, due to the use of variable properties 

in calculating the pressure drop of the shellside HTF, the rate of exergy destroyed, 𝜀𝑑, 

will decay with temperature during discharge. As the thermocline layer begins to reach 

the outlet of the system, the exergy recovered, 𝜀𝑟, will also begin to decay. As the outlet 

temperature increases, the compressor work calculated via Eq. ( 8 ) will increase slightly 

due to the outlet pressures dependence on the outlet temperature, causing additional 

exergy destruction. For the case considered, the exergy destroyed begins to exceed the 

exergy recovered before the first criterion is met and it is not sensible to continue heat 

recovery past this point.  

Figure 7 displays the axial temperature profiles of the storage fluid at the end of 

discharge for the range of parameters shown in Table 3 and with default parameters 

given as 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2, 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚, �̇�𝑓 = 1.75 𝑘𝑔/𝑠, and 𝑏𝑆 = 0.50 𝑚. The variation in the final 

axial temperature profile in the storage material for variable �̇�𝑓 is shown in Figure 7a. 

For the range of mass flow rates considered the discharge utilization lies between 85.42% 

and 77.52% for the range of �̇�𝑓 = 0.40 𝑘𝑔/𝑠 to �̇�𝑓 = 3.0 𝑘𝑔/𝑠, respectively. The trend of 

increased utilization with decreased HTF mass flow rate is due to the increased residence 

time of fluid within the system which ultimately allows for increased interaction of the 
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Figure 6: Exergy destruction and recovery, and HTF outlet temperature vs time for �̇�𝑓 = 1 𝑘𝑔/𝑠, 𝑑𝑜 =

0.06 𝑚, 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2, and 𝑏𝑠 = 0.14 𝑚. For this situation, discharge is discontinued at the point at 

which exergy destruction is equivalent to exergy recovered. 

HTF with the storage material for energy recovery during discharge. Furthermore, for a 

dual-medium storage system, a low mass flow rate results in a relatively low Reynolds 

number and steeper thermocline [47] which allows for higher quality heat to be recovered 

and for the temperature cutoff condition to be delayed for higher system utilization. 

The effect of tube diameter on the final axial temperature profile is shown in Figure 

7b. While increasing tube diameter is shown to result in an increased tubeside Nusselt 

number – suggesting efficient convective heat transfer between the tube wall and storage 

material – the resulting heat transfer coefficient is lower due to the heat transfer 

coefficients inverse relationship with tube diameter. Additionally, larger tube diameters 

result in a decreased volume of tubes within the heat exchanger and thus a decrease in 
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surface area in which convective heat transfer can take place. This ultimately increases 

the overall thermal resistance of the system and results in a lower discharge utilization. 

Thus more energy is utilized within the system with 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚 (𝑈 = 84.25%) vs 𝑑𝑜 =

0.22 𝑚 (𝑈 = 60.05%).  

The effect of baffle spacing on the discharge axial temperature profile is shown in 

Figure 7c. Baffle spacing, 𝑏𝑠, is shown to have little effect on the final temperature 

gradient and utilization within the system. However, because pressure drop scales  

 

Figure 7: Axial temperature gradient within storage material (sulfur) at the end of discharge for variable 

(a) mass flow rate, (b) tube outer diameter, (c) baffle spacing, and (d) tube pitch ratio. 
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nonlinearly with baffle spacing, low baffle spacing can result in a high pressure drop and 

lead to a high amount of exergy destruction due to compressor work. Based on the trade-

offs between increase in compressor work and heat transfer performance, the optimal 

baffle spacing should be determined, and will be discussed later. 

The final subplot, Figure 7d, shows the effect of tube pitch ratio, 𝑃𝑟 = 𝑃𝑡/𝑑𝑜, on 

axial temperature gradient. Increased tube pitch has two major effects on the system. 

First, for a fixed shell size, the overall storage capacity within the system decreases with 

increasing tube pitch ratios due to less tubes fitting within the system. According to  

Kakaç and Liu [48], the number of tubes within a system can be determined as 𝑁𝑡 =

𝑊𝐻

(𝑃𝑟𝑑𝑜)2

𝐶𝑇𝑃

𝐶𝐿
 which is based on the projected area of tubes within a shell cross section. The 

variable 𝐶𝑇𝑃 corresponds to the number of tube passes within the system while CL 

corresponds to the tube layout, and for this study they are taken to be 0.93 and 0.87, 

respectively, in order to correspond to a system with a single tube pass and layout of 30° 

[34]. The rated capacity of a system is highly dependent on 𝑃𝑟, and a system with 𝑑𝑜 =

0.06 𝑚 and 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5 is rated for 3.21 𝑀𝑊ℎ𝑡 whereas a system with 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚 and 𝑃𝑟 =

1.2 is rated for 5.03 𝑀𝑊ℎ𝑡. In addition to an increased capacity with decreased tube pitch 

ratio, as the tube pitch ratio is decreased, the clearance between tubes, c = 𝑃𝑡 − 𝑑𝑜, also 

decreases. This increases the crossflow Reynolds number and the overall heat transfer 

coefficient in accordance to Eq (4) and (7) allowing for superior convective heat transfer. 

However, despite an increase in the heat transfer coefficient, an increased Reynolds  
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Figure 8: (a) Exergetic efficiency and (b) exergy recovered and destroyed within the system vs baffle 

spacing for the case of �̇� = 0.4 𝑘𝑔/𝑠. Exergy destruction decreases exponentially with baffle 

spacing due to its reliance on pressure drop. 

number leads to a decreased residence time of HTF within the system and leads to a lower 

utilization of energy. 

Since Figure 7c shows that the baffle spacing does not greatly affect the utilization, 

and in order to limit the number of parameters for study, an initial study of baffle spacing 

was conducted prior to a full parametric study. The goal of this study was to pick a 

baseline baffle spacing that would maximize the exergetic efficiency of studies involving 

only variable 𝑑𝑜, �̇�𝑓, and 𝑃𝑟, which affect the utilization more according to Figure 7.  

Figure 8 shows that the discharge exergetic efficiency initially is very low for small baffle 

spacings and asymptotically rises to a near steady value past a baffle spacing of 0.24 m. 

The same trend is seen for higher mass flow rates with exergetic efficiency becoming 

steady for baffle spacings of 0.24 m, 0.44 m, and 0.5 m for mass flow rates of 0.4 kg/s, 2.2 
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kg/s, and 3 kg/s, respectively. Exergetic efficiency was chosen to be steady when it varied 

less than 1% between tested baffle spacing values, and mass flow rates were evaluated in 

correspondence to desired discharge durations ranging between 3 hours and 16 hours 

which resemble desired discharge durations seen in CSP and CHP plants [9]. Low 

exergetic efficiency is observed for relatively low baffle spacing due to the high pressure 

drop within a system as dictated by Eq. 5. This high pressure drop results in a large 

amount of exergy destruction as visualized in Figure 8b. As baffle spacing increases, the 

exergy destruction within the system decreases and the exergetic efficiency 

asymptotically increases to a steady value. The exergy recovered also decreases due to 

the decreased shellside heat transfer coefficient within a system with fewer baffles, but 

this is seen to be at a much lesser rate than that of the decrease in exergy destruction. Due 

to the nonlinear decrease in pressure drop in comparison to the linear decrease of exergy 

recovered, a steady exergetic efficiency is reached. In order to maximize the exergetic 

efficiency within the system and conform to structural tube support standards set forth 

by the Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association (TEMA) [49], the baffle spacing 

was chosen to be fixed at 0.5 m for all mass flow rates and tube diameters considered. 

With baffle spacing fixed at 0.5 m, the exergetic efficiency and utilization for a 

system with a fixed storage capacity of 4.5 𝑀𝑊ℎ𝑡 and air as the shellside HTF is 

considered here for study. Because of the fixed shell size, the storage capacity within the 

system will vary depending on the chosen tube diameter, tube pitch ratio, and HTF, as 
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Figure 9: Variation in storage capacity of system based on tube pitch ratio and tube diameter using 

schedule 10 tubes. Overall storage capacity is shown above each column chart. 

seen in Figure 9. In order to fix the storage capacity of systems with a variable tube 

diameter, the tube pitch ratio, 𝑃𝑟, was varied such that the rated capacity was constant. 

The resulting tube pitch ratio for each tube diameter is 1.2681, 1.2194, 1.2034, and 1.2000 

for 0.06 𝑚, 0.11 𝑚, 0.17 𝑚, and 0.22 𝑚 diameter tubes, respectively.  Figure 10 shows plots 

of utilization, exergetic efficiency, and number of tubes by welded perimeter per utilized 

capacity, 
𝑁𝑡×2𝜋𝑑𝑜

𝑄𝑐𝑎𝑝,𝑢 
, for systems with a variable tube diameter and mass flow rate during 

discharge. The utilization of energy vs mass flow rate is shown in Figure 10a. Utilization 
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is shown to decay with increasing mass flow rate and tube diameter for a number of 

reasons. As previously stated, an increased mass flow rate results in a decreased 

residence time of HTF within the system and higher stratification, leading to lower 

utilization. Furthermore, there is a decrease in performance for increasing tube diameter. 

This occurs because, for systems using larger diameter tubes, fewer tubes can be placed 

within a system with a fixed shell size, resulting in a lower surface area for convective  

 

Figure 10:  Effect of mass flow rate on (a) utilization, (b) exergetic efficiency, (c) exergy recovered and 

destroyed, and (d) weld length per utilized capacity for a 4.5 𝑀𝑊ℎ𝑡 fixed capacity storage 

system using air HTF. 
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heat transfer between the HTF and storage material (tube wall and sulfur). Additionally, 

larger diameter tubes result in lower tubeside convective heat transfer coefficient leading 

to further reduced heat transfer. 

The variation of exergetic efficiency with mass flow rate is shown in Figure 10b. 

Similar to the utilization, the exergetic efficiency decays with mass flow rate with the 

efficiency being further reduced due to exergy destroyed from compressor work. As seen 

in Figure 10c, the exergy destroyed increases nonlinearly with mass flow rate, as a result 

of its relationship to pressure drop, resulting in decreased exergetic efficiency for higher 

flow rates. Similar decreases in exergetic efficiency are observed for larger tube diameters 

due to the decrease in exergy recovered caused by the increase in overall thermal 

resistance. 

The welding costs play a dominating role in the total TES cost. They are typically 

estimated based on cost per length (
$

𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 
), which necessitates the total weld 

length to be minimized for a cost-effective TES system. In lieu of a comprehensive 

economic model in this study, the total weld length per utilized capacity is computed as: 

ℓ𝑤 =
𝑁𝑡(2𝜋𝑑𝑜)

𝑄𝑐𝑎𝑝,𝑢
⁄ . It is desirable for the total welding length, 𝑁𝑡(2𝜋𝑑𝑜), to be 

minimized in order to reduce the welding cost, and for the utilized capacity, 𝑄𝑐𝑎𝑝,𝑢, to be 

maximized in order to size the system correctly and recover the most thermal energy; for 

this reason, the best performance of ℓ𝑤is one that is minimized. For this metric, ℓ𝑤, Figure 
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10d shows that the performance varies little for variable mass flow rate and improvement 

occurs via increase in the tube diameter. It is of note that there are diminishing returns 

on the reduction of ℓ𝑤 with increasing 𝑑𝑜, with significant reduction being observed 

between 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚 to 𝑑𝑜 = 0.17 𝑚 and minimal difference seen between 𝑑𝑜 = 0.17 𝑚 

and 𝑑𝑜 = 0.22 𝑚. Hence, despite the lower performance in terms of exergetic efficiency, 

there is an interest in further investigating the cost of these systems. 

A second study considered is that of a constant tube pitch ratio, 𝑃𝑟. For this study, 

the tube pitch ratio was maintained at either 1.2 or 1.5, and storage capacity was dictated 

by 𝑃𝑟 and 𝑑𝑜 as given by Figure 9. For shell and tube style heat exchangers, TEMA 

standards dictate that 𝑃𝑟 should remain between 1.2 and 1.5, with values falling below 

this range creating difficulties in heat exchanger cleaning and maintenance, and values 

above this range leading to poor heat exchanger effectiveness [34]. Figure 7d shows that 

there is little variation in the final storage axial temperature profile and utilization 

between a system with 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2 and 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5, and thus, in an effort to limit the number of  

studies, these two tube pitch ratios are considered. Figure 11a and 10b show the discharge 

exergetic efficiency vs mass flow rate for 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2 and 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5. Just as in Figure 10b for 

the fixed capacity system, there is a decrease in exergetic efficiency with mass flow rate 

due to the corresponding increased exergy destruction, as seen in Figure 10c. This 

increased exergy destruction occurs due to the nonlinear dependence of pressure drop 

on mass flow rate (Eq. 8 – 11), and ultimately leads to the decrease in exergetic efficiency. 
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The difference in utilization shown in Figure 11c occurs for multiple reasons. As seen 

previously in Figure 9, the variation in 𝑃𝑟 results in a decreased storage capacity. 

Additionally, increased 𝑃𝑟 results in a fewer number of tubes within the system, 

decreased surface area for convective heat transfer, and lower crossflow Reynolds 

number, all of which are factors influencing the convective heat transfer and decreasing 

 

Figure 11: Effect of mass flow rate and tube diameter on the (a) exergetic efficiency for 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2, (b) 

exergetic efficiency for 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5, (c) Utilization of energy for 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2 and 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5, and (d) 

Utilized capacity for 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2 and 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5. 
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utilization. Due to the difference in tube pitch, nearly all utilized capacities (Figure 11d) 

from 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2 are larger than that of utilized capacities of 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5 with the exception of 

the case of 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2, 𝑑𝑜 = 0.22 𝑚 and 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5, 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚; for this case, the latter 

configuration has a higher utilized capacity.  

Figure 11a shows the influence of mass flow rate of air and storage tube diameter 

on total weld length per utilized capacity.  It is observed that an increase in mass flow 

rate and pitch ratio increases ℓ𝑤 due to a decrease in utilized capacity (Figure 11d). In 

general, an increase in tube diameter decreases ℓ𝑤 due to decrease in number of tubes 

and weld length for a given storage capacity albeit the decrease in utilization (Figure 11c). 

However, for a mass flow rate of 3 kg/s and 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5, it is seen that there is a preferred 

tube diameter at 0.17 m due to the competing effects of decrease in number of tubes and 

weld length, and decrease in energy utilization with increase in tube diameter.  

  In an effort to also account for the penalty associated with exergy loss in the system 

another metric — henceforth, known as the figure of merit (FOM) — 𝐹𝑂𝑀 =
ℓ𝑤

𝜓𝑑
=

 
𝑁𝑡(2𝜋𝑑𝑜)

𝑄𝑐𝑎𝑝,𝑢×𝜓𝑑
 is evaluated. Effectively, it provides a measure of the required length of tube 

welding for a system normalized to the quality of energy that can be delivered by the 

system during discharge. The system with the highest performance, according to the 

FOM, would be one that minimizes the amount of welding length to manufacture a 

system and maximizes the amount of high quality heat that can be delivered by a system. 

Thus, FOM should be minimized for the best performance. As can be seen in Figure 12b,  
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Figure 12: (a) Weld length by utilized capacity, ℓ𝑤 =  
𝑁𝑡(2𝜋𝑑𝑜)

𝑄𝑐𝑎𝑝,𝑢
, vs tube diameter, 𝑑𝑜, (b) figure of merit, 

𝐹𝑂𝑀 =
ℓ𝑤

𝜓𝑑
, vs tube outer diameter. 

the contribution of exergetic efficiency for air HTF leads to more noticeable preferred 

design points for the parametric ranges considered than that of ℓ𝑤 alone. With the added 

consideration of quality of heat delivered via inclusion of exergetic efficiency, Figure 12b 

shows that the preferred design point lies in the vicinity of 𝑑𝑜 = 0.17 𝑚 (6” NPS), for mass 

flow rates of �̇�𝑓 = 0.5 𝑘𝑔/𝑠, and superior performance is exhibited for systems with 

lower tube pitch ratio. For mass flow rates of 3.0 𝑘𝑔/𝑠  the best design point lies in the 

vicinity of 𝑑𝑜 = 0.11 𝑚 and 𝑑𝑜 = 0.17 𝑚. The initial decrease in FOM occurs due to a large 

reduction in number of tube for welding from 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚 to 𝑑𝑜 = 0.11 𝑚, resulting a 

lower welding perimeter despite the increase in tube diameter. The increase in FOM for 

larger 𝑑𝑜 occurs due to decreases in exergetic efficiency, 𝜓𝑑, and utilization, 𝑈.  Lower 

flow rates result in a less obvious design point, and there is little reduction in FOM past 
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𝑑𝑜 = 0.17 m. While the most ideal design for air lies in the vicinity of 𝑑𝑜 = 0.17 m, there is 

a question of where the minimum of FOM lies, and optimization should be pursued in 

order to find the best design point. 

Based on the studies performed here, a summary of the most preferred designs is 

given in Table 4 for the range of mass flow rate considered in this study. Overall, it shows 

that smaller tube diameter maximizes utilization and exergetic efficiency while larger 

tube diameter minimizes FOM, which captures the competing effects of required weld 

length and exergetic efficiency in a unified manner. As shown in Table 4a, utilization is 

shown to have a preferred design that occurs for the system of 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2 and 𝑑𝑜 = 0.06 𝑚 

(2” NPS) regardless of the mass flow rate. This is due to higher surface area for heat 

transfer interaction and high convective heat transfer coefficient allowing for increased 

recovery of stored energy during discharge. The design point based on maximizing 

exergetic efficiency (Table 4b) is shown to be variable of the mass flow rate. Low mass 

flow rates correspond to a preferred design point of 𝑃𝑟 = 1.2 due to the increased amount 

of exergy stored within the system allowing for increased exergy recovery. However, due 

to the increased exergy destruction due to turbomachinery work at high flow rates, the 

preferred design point shifts to a system with 𝑃𝑟 = 1.5 for �̇�𝑓 = 3.0 𝑘𝑔/𝑠. From Table 4c, 

it is observed that minimum FOM is obtained at a different tube diameter design point 

from that of utilization and exergetic efficiency. Based on the competing effects of 

exergetic efficiency and utilization — which should be maximized — and total weld 
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Table 4: Preferred designs based on parametric studies 

Objective �̇�𝑓  [
𝑘𝑔

𝑠
] 𝑈 [ % ] 𝜓 [ % ] 𝐹𝑂𝑀 [

𝑚

𝑀𝑊ℎ𝑡
] 𝑃𝑟 𝑑𝑜 [ 𝑚 ] 

a) Maximum Utilization, 𝑈 

 0.5 86.09 84.71 118.30 1.2 
0.06 

(2”NPS) 

 3.0 81.20 59.25 104.34 1.2 
0.06 

(2”NPS) 

b) Maximum Exergetic Efficiency 

 0.5 86.09 84.71 118.30 1.2 
0.06 

(2”NPS) 

 3.0 73.86 68.23 171.16 1.5 
0.06 

(2”NPS) 

c) Minimum FOM 

 0.5 76.24 75.08 59.92 1.2 
0.17 

(6”NPS) 

 3.0 66.14 61.41 104.34 1.2 
0.17 

(6”NPS) 

 

length of tubes in the system — which should be minimized— the preferred design point 

lies at 𝑑𝑜 = 0.17 𝑚 (6” NPS), regardless of the mass flow rate considered. 

While the FOM provides a metric to compare welding costs to quality of heat 

delivered, there are methods that would improve the metric. By accounting for the overall 

cost of materials and manufacturing, a much more meaningful analysis could be 

obtained. By accounting for material cost, the effectively free cost of air can be weighed 

against that of other HTF. Additionally, the total manufacturing cost can account for the 

differing price per tube of different diameter tubes. Ultimately, this would better allow 

for comparison between systems with both different tube diameters and different tube 

pitch ratio, both parameter which affect the number of tubes within a system and cost.   
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Chapter 4: Conclusions 

A verified, two dimensional, unsteady, numerical model of a high temperature 

sulfur-based shell and tube style storage system with the storage fluid on the tubeside 

was developed in this study for investigating the performance for variable mass flow 

rate, tube pitch, tube diameter, and baffle spacing. The performance of the systems was 

assessed based on the exergetic efficiency, energy utilization, and number of tubes by 

welded perimeter per utilized capacity. Based on the results a number of conclusions can 

be made as enumerated below: 

 The performance metrics are shown to be most sensitive to tube diameter, tube 

pitch ratio, and mass flow rate. 

 The highest energy utilizations are seen for tube diameters of 0.06 m (2” NPS) and 

tube pitch ratios of 1.2, with a maximum energy utilization of 86.1% for the range 

of values considered.  

 The maximum exergetic efficiency varies anywhere between 84.7% and 68.2% at 

the preferred design points. Exergy destruction due to compressor work has a 

considerable effect at elevated mass flow rates. 

 Baffle spacing should be maintained at 50 cm (19.68”) for a standard 20’ intermodal 

container vessel in order to maintain high exergetic efficiency.  

 Weld length per utilized capacity and FOM decrease with an increase in tube 

diameter due to a decrease in weld length, reach a minimum for tube diameter in 
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the vicinity of 0.17 m (6” NPS), and increases again due to a decrease in utilization 

and exergetic efficiency.  

 The weld length per utilized thermal capacity and FOM are valuable in assessing 

system performance, and can be made more valuable via inclusion of 

manufacturing and material costs.  
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